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Introduction: Emphasising that, “Graduation is only the first milestone towards the path of  
sustainable development rather than the winning post of entering into the domain of the developing 
country status; FBCCI, on behalf of the private sector expresses its deep appreciation for the 
constitution of the National Committee, headed by the Principal Secretary of the Honourable Prime 
Minister, for meeting the challenges of Bangladesh’s graduation from LDC status in 2026. 
 
FBCCI as the apex stakeholder is actively participating in the meetings of the National Committee 
and the sub-committees formed by it. The outcomes of these meetings drafted by the officials of 
the respective Ministries/Agencies are being submitted for the consideration of the National 
Committee for necessary action. 
  
FBCCI deems it extremely expedient to compliment the official outcome documents with the 
corresponding thematic advocacy agenda to be prepared by FBCCI in partnership and consultation 
with Chambers, Associations, stakeholders, experts from public and private sector.  
 
The FBCCI led Stakeholders immediate priority strategic policy submissions for the 
implementation of  the PMO AGENDA on smooth transition throughout the course of  sustainable 
development 2021-2026 & beyond are:-       
 
1. Internal Resource Mobilization & Tariff Rationalisation.  
2. Global Market Access 2021-2026 & Beyond 
3. Investment Measures for Sustainable Inclusive Development  
4. Sustainable Export Development, Subsidies and Incentives.    
 

Sustainable Export Development, Subsidies and Incentives. 
 
Major Challenges of Export by 2026 and beyond:  Bangladesh will have to face the challenging 
task of exporting on MFN tariff after graduation out of the list of LDCs in 2026, as unilateral GSP 
schemes, 85% of our export destinations will be terminated except for EU which will be extended 
for three more years under the present terms.  
 
Against predicted export shocks due loss of trade preferences Bangladesh, to protect its long term 
trade interests, should immediately begin negotiations with trading partners for extension of ISM, 
hermonaization of trade rules and deepening post GSP mutual trade relations through FTAs on 
reciprocal terms of respective tariff schedules.   
 
Export Subsidy and Incentives: SCM Agreement contains no provision regarding LDC 
graduation, graduating LDCs will no longer be able to continue to provide export subsidies for 
non-agricultural products after they leave the LDC category. Only two graduating LDC members 
— Bangladesh and Nepal — would be affected by the loss of this LDC flexibility. 



The SCM Agreement prohibits the use of export subsidies for non-agricultural products. But 
pursuant to Article 27.2 and Annex VII(a), LDC members are exempt from the prohibition of 
export subsidies. In addition to the LDCs, developing country members that are listed in Annex 
VII (b) are also exempt from this prohibition until their GNI per capita reaches US$1,000 in 
constant 1990 dollars. After graduation, countries are no longer permitted to provide export 
subsidies for non-agricultural products. 
 

GNI per capita of graduating LDC members of WTO, at constant 1990 dollars,  
1990 and 2015–2017 of  Graduating LDCs 

 
WTO member   WTO member   WTO member  
Bangladesh 210    533 561 587 
Nepal   180 352 350 372 
Lao PDR    200 644 681  710 
Solomon Islands    590 954 938 947 
Vanuatu 1,100 1,153 1,189 1,215  

 
However, Bangladesh’s nominal GNI per capita is expected to cross the $1000 (at constant 1990 
dollars) thresholds by 2026-2029 period as such Bangladesh will not benefit from the SCM 
exemptions after graduation. 
 
WTO & WCO Disciplines on Subsidy and SEZ: The World Customs Organization’s Revised 
Kyoto Convention codifies international standards for this practice. The Convention defines “free 
zone” as “a part of the territory of a Contracting Party where any goods introduced are generally 
regarded, insofar as import duties and taxes are concerned, as being outside the customs territory. 
 
The WCO’s Specific Annex D, Chapter 2 state:  “Goods manufactured in a free zone are often 
exported. Since exports are generally exempt from duties and taxes, this facilitates and encourages 
the development of external trade. Domestic goods meant for export can also be admitted to free 
zones and become entitled to exemption from or repayment of internal duties and taxes.”   
 
GATT Ad Article XVI and the SCM Agreement, footnote 1, exclude national measures that  
exempt exported products from duties and taxes from the definition of “subsidy”: In 
accordance with the provisions of Article XVI of GATT 1994 (Note to Article XVI) and the 
provisions of Annexes I through III of this Agreement, the exemption of an exported product from 
duties or taxes borne by the like product when destined for domestic consumption, or the remission 
of such duties or taxes in amounts not in excess of those which have accrued, shall not be deemed 
to be a subsidy. 
 
The following Measures are excluded  from the definition of “subsidy” in the WTO SCM 
Agreement:   

1. Exemption of exported products from import duties; 
2. Exemption of exported products from indirect taxes; 
3. Exemption of goods consumed in the production process from import duties and indirect 

taxes when the end products are exported; 



4. Exemption of production waste from import duties and indirect taxes when the waste is 
exported or discarded; 

5. Exemption of goods stored in SEZs from duties and indirect taxes; and 
6. Non-specific subsidies, including generally applicable tax rates imposed by national, 

regional and local government authorities. 
 
WTO prohibited subsidies  
 

1. A direct subsidy contingent on export performance; 
2. Currency retention schemes involving a bonus on exports; 
3. Preferential transport and freight charges for export shipments; 
4. Provision of domestic products and services for exports at terms more favorable than those 

for domestic goods; 
5. Exemption, remission or deferral of direct taxes or social welfare charges if contingent on 

exports; 
6. Allowance of special direct tax deductions for exports above those granted on goods for 

domestic consumption; 
7. Exemption or remission of indirect taxes on exports in excess of those on goods sold for 

domestic consumption; 
8. Exemption, remission or deferral of prior stage cumulative taxes on goods or services used 

in the production of exported products in excess of products sold for domestic consumption 
(except for the exemption, remission or deferral of such taxes on "inputs consumed" in the 
production process); 

9. Provision of export credit guarantees or insurance programs at premium rates inadequate 
to cover long-term costs; 

10. Grants of export credits at rates below those which they pay for the funds, or at below 
market rates, or payment of all or part of the costs of obtaining credit; and 

11. Subsidies contingent on the use of domestic over imported goods. 
 

SEZ measures that are WTO consistent (green measures) 
 

Measure Explanation 
Measures imposed by non-
governmental organizations, including 
incentives to businesses locating in 
SEZs. 

WTO disciplines do not apply to measures applied by 
private sector organizations, such as private SEZ 
operators, unless they are carrying out a governmental 
directive or the benefit is funded by government. 

Exemption of exported products from 
import duties 

The exemption of products exported to other countries 
from an SEZ from duties is not a “subsidy”. 
SCM Agreement, footnote 1 

Exemption of exported products from 
indirect taxes 

The exemption of a product exported to other 
countries from an SEZ from indirect taxes is not a 
“subsidy”. SCM Agreement, footnote 1. (Indirect 
taxes are sales, excise, turnover, value added, 
franchise, stamp, transfer, inventory and equipment 
taxes, border taxes, and all taxes other than direct taxes 
and import charges. SCM Agreement, footnote 58.) 



Exemption of goods used in the 
production process from duties and 
indirect taxes when the end products 
are exported (as long as indirect tax 
exemption does not exceed that 
accorded to goods produced for 
domestic consumption). 

The exemption of production goods incorporated in 
end products that are subsequently exported to other 
countries from duties and indirect taxes is based on 
SCM Agreement, footnote 1 and Annex 1(h). 
 

Exemption of production waste from 
duties and indirect taxes when the 
waste is exported to other countries. 
 

The exemption of production waste from duties and 
taxes when exported is based on SCM Agreement, 
footnote 1 and Annex 1(h). (Exported production 
waste is a “product”.) Production waste entered into 
the customs territory is subject to duty and taxes, 
depending on its value. 

Exemption of goods stored in SEZs 
from duties and indirect taxes. 
 

Zones outside the “customs territory” of the country 
where they are physically located are recognized by 
multilateral agreement (WCO Revised Kyoto 
Convention, Specific Annex D, chapter 2) and 
customary international law. Duties and indirect taxes 
are normally not applied in these “free areas”. 

Non-specific subsidies, including 
generally applicable tax rates imposed 
by national, regional and local 
government authorities. 
 

Subsidies are non-specific if they are based on 
objective criteria or conditions and eligibility is 
automatic. Nation-wide programs are non-specific. 
National programs limited to designated regions, or a 
limited number of enterprises are specific. However, 
generally applicable tax rates are non-specific, 

 
 SEZ measures that are WTO illegal (red measures) 
 

Measure Explanation 
Direct subsidy contingent on export performance (e.g., 
cash payments are given by government based upon 
export performance). 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(a) 
and Annex I(a). Certain countries 
are exempt from this prohibition 

Currency retention schemes involving a bonus on exports 
(e.g., SEZ exporters are allowed to retain foreign 
currency based on export performance). 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(a) 
and Annex I(b). Certain countries 
are exempt from this prohibition 

Internal transport and freight charges more favorable for 
export shipments than for domestic shipments (if 
mandated by government) 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(a) 
and Annex I(c). Certain countries 
are exempt from this prohibition 

Provision by government of domestic products or 
services for use in production of exported goods on terms 
more favorable than for production of domestic goods (if 
the terms are more favorable than those commercially 
available on world markets) (e.g., a government provides 
electricity and other utilities for businesses in an SEZ at 
lower rates than for businesses outside the SEZ, and 
limits or prohibits imports from the SEZ for domestic 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(a) 
and Annex I(d). Certain countries 
are exempt from this prohibition 



consumption (i.e., consumption in the non-SEZ portion 
of the Member’s territory) and/or imposes export 
requirements). 
Full or partial exemption, remission or deferral of direct 
taxes or social welfare charges imposed on businesses if 
contingent on exports (e.g., a government provides tax 
incentives to businesses in an SEZ and prohibits or limits 
imports from the SEZ for domestic consumption and/or 
imposes export requirements). 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(a) 
and Annex I(e). Certain countries 
are exempt from this prohibition 

Allowance of special direct tax deductions directly 
related to exports above those granted for domestic 
production (this applies Annex I(e) to tax deductions). 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(a) 
and Annex I(f). Certain countries 
are exempt from this prohibition 

Exemption or remission of indirect taxes on exports in 
excess of those levied on goods sold for domestic 
consumption (e.g., the VAT rate on a good sold for 
domestic consumption is 20%, while the exporter 
receives a VAT rebate of 25% when it exports the same 
product). 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(a) 
and Annex I(g). Certain countries 
are exempt from this prohibition 

Exemption, remission or deferral of prior-stage 
cumulative indirect taxes on goods or services used in the 
production of exported products in excess of products 
sold for domestic consumption (e.g., exemption from 
sales tax on transport charges for an intermediate 
component used in an SEZ manufacturing process for a 
final product that is exported, where no such exemption 
is given on the transport of the same kind of component 
to a domestic manufacturer not located in the SEZ). Note: 
this provision is not applicable to products consumed in 
the production of exported products, consistent with 
Annex II 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(a) 
and Annex I(h) and Annex II. 
Certain countries are exempt from 
this prohibition 

Provision by governments of export credit guarantee or 
insurance programs at premium rates inadequate to cover 
long-term costs 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(a) 
and Annex I(j). Certain countries are 
exempt from this prohibition 

Government grants of export credits at rates below those 
which they pay for the funds, or at below market rates, or 
payment of all or part of the costs in obtaining credits. 
However, export credit practices in conformity with 
certain international agreements are exempt. 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(a) 
and Annex I(k). Certain countries 
are exempt from this prohibition 

Legal provisions that allow output from the SEZs to be 
treated as “domestic production” based on local content 
or other criteria without application of national import 
duties and taxes when imported for domestic 
consumption. 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(b). 
All exemptions have expired except 
for those negotiated in accessions. 
See Article 27.3. 

Subsidy contingent on the use of domestic over imported 
goods.  
 

Prohibited by SCMA Article 3.1(b) 
except for those negotiated for 



accessions. All exemptions have 
expired. See Article 27.3. 

Certain countries are accorded preferential treatment by 
government directive. Example: Duty and sales tax 
exemptions on goods exported from SEZ are only granted 
if the goods are exported to certain Members. 
 

Prohibited by GATT Article I, 
unless preference is justified 
pursuant to a regional trade 
agreement (GATT Article 24). 
There are no exemptions for 
developing countries 

Domestic goods are given preference over foreign goods 
by government directive. Example: An SEZ is required 
by government to use domestic inputs when 
manufacturing goods for export. 
 

Prohibited by GATT Article III. 
SCM Agreement, Article 3.1(b) 
prohibits subsidies contingent upon 
the use of domestic over imported 
goods. There are no exemptions 

Fees or taxes on imports or exports exceed the cost of 
services provided by government. Example: A customs 
processing fee imposed by government in connection 
with SEZ operations exceeds the cost of the services 
rendered. 
. 

Prohibited by GATT Article 
VIII(1). Fees and charges must be 
limited to the approximate cost of 
services rendered. There are no 
exemptions for developing 
countries 

Import and export laws and regulations that are not 
published and made publicly available by Internet or 
otherwise. Example: An SEZ operates without published 
regulations and procedures. 

Prohibited by GATT Article X. 
There are no exemptions for 
developing countries. 

Quotas and/or export or import licenses are used to 
restrict trade.  
Example: A government imposes a quota on the 
importation of electronic consumer products and requires 
import licenses as a condition of importation. 
 

Prohibited by GATT Article XI 
unless subject to the three 
exceptions in Article XI and the 
exceptions in GATT XII (balance of 
payments), GATT XX (general 
exceptions) and GATT XXI 
(security exceptions), and the 
Agreement on Safeguards. Import 
licenses are subject to the provisions 
of the Agreement on Import 
Licenses. SDT treatment may be 
available in “exceptional 
circumstances” under GATT XXV 
and the Enabling Clause. 

Government requires purchase or use of domestic 
products, whether specified in terms of volume, value of 
products or proportion of volume or value of local 
production. 

Prohibited by TRIMs Annex 1(a). 
Also prohibited by GATT Article III 

Government limits enterprise’s purchases or use of 
imported products to an amount related to the volume or 
value of the local products that it exports. 
 

Prohibited by TRIMs Annex 1(b). 
Also prohibited by GATT Article 
III. 



Government quantitative restrictions for which no 
exemption is applicable that restrict imports used in local 
production based upon the value of the local production 
that it exports. 

Prohibited by TRIMs Annex 2(a) 
and GATT Article XI. 

Government restrictions of imports by restriction access 
to foreign exchange to an amount related to foreign 
exchange inflows attributable to the enterprise. 

Prohibited by TRIMs Annex 2(b) 
and GATT Article XI. 

Government restrictions on exports by an enterprise 
based upon the volume or value of its local production. 

Prohibited by TRIMs Annex 2(c) 
and GATT Article XI. 

 
Sustainable Export Facilitation: Harmonization of Mutual Trade Regulations & Facilitation 
Measures:  
   
Establishment of Mutual Institutional Cooperation: Bangladesh should take up joint action 
plan for harmonization of mutual trade rules, regulatory measures and streamline bilateral 
institutional cooperation in the respective fields including the Central Banks, Customs Authority, 
Quality and Standards Body and others;    
 
Harmonization of TBT and SPS Measures: Bangladesh should actively engage with the trading 
partners to ensure harmonization of TBT and SPS measures and signing of MRA to streamline 
flow of traded goods and services so that Certificates on Technical Regulations & Standards issued 
by the respective accredited national bodies are accepted on basis of MRA mutually agreed upon. 
 
Mutual Trade Facilitation: Bangladesh should take up a proactive joint action plan with the 
trading partners for  respective Customs Cooperation Agreement to facilitate mutual trade as 
envisaged in the WTO Trade Facilitation Agreement and WCO protocols and annexes including 
gradual harmonization of customs documentation and clearance procedure. 
 
Sectoral Accredited Certification Bodies preferably on PPP basis should be established to 
expedite global recognition of our certificates on standards and quality of products, services, 
educational and professional qualifications ; and  Setting up common testing laboratories in each 
economic zone and clusters assigned to specific sectors. 
 
Integration of CMSMEs with Global Value Chain: To boost the process of integration of 
CMSMEs with the global market and compete with global e-commerce, Bangladesh, Like China, 
India and Vietnam and others, should take up PPP pilot projects to set up warehouses and 
distribution network in destination markets for easy and regular delivery of products to the 
wholesalers, retailers and consumers.    
 
Domestic Measures:  To achieve our trade and economic development agenda Vision 2021-2041, 
SDG-2030 goals and mitigate the challenges of graduation out of the UN list of LDCs it is 
imperative for Bangladesh to reform and streamline its supply and demand-side trade and 
economic policies and business friendly regulatory regimes along with hard and soft Infrastructure.  
An Integrated Import and Export Policy Order is one of the most important policy instruments 
in this regard. 
 



Integrated Import and Export Policy:  The existing Import and Export policy regimes 2015-June 30, 
2018 are required to be updated to meet the challenges of time and should be formulated as an integrated  
import  and  export  regulations  under section 3 (1) of the Imports and Exports (Control) Act, 1950 to 
provide for simplification,  reduction  and  removal of  red-tape and discrimination,  unnecessary  costs  and  
time  to facilitate  a  business-friendly  legally-binding  policy  regime for import  and  export in  a  
sustainable and predictable  manner (not for 3-5Years).  
 
Major Strategies of the new Export Policy, among others, should be Incremental growth of exports beyond 
$ 100 billion by 2026 by expediting and implementing appropriate administrative support and facilitation 
measures as may be specified in the Export Policy Order;    
 
Formation of Services Export Promotion Council (SEPC) for promoting and overseeing the sustainable 
expansion of exports in Services Sectors. Diversification of export markets under an appropriate and 
effective foreign trade policy to ensure predictable and sustainable destinations of our export products in 
goods and services.  
 
Policy Cohesion for Exports: More and more manufacturing sectors in Bangladesh are now 
linked with export chain as finished products as well as backward linkage of various items of 
exports. Therefore policy bias to promote only 80% export production units should be discarded 
by expediting policy cohesion on manufacturing for export and domestic markets by integrating 
them to global supply & value chain with sectoral cluster based bonded warehouses and other 
fiscal facilities like:-      
 

 Facilitating investment abroad to establish warehouses, distribution network and after 
Sales Service Centres in target markets. 

 Technical and Financial support for participation in International Exhibitions and market 
promotion. 

 Bonded warehouse facilities for export houses, MSMEs and rural entrepreneurs at home 
and abroad on PPP basis. 

 
Single Window: To set up online single window customs clearance, payments of duty along with 
duty draw back on exports and deemed exports including all refunds on AIT, AT, VDS as and 
when applicable.  
 
Reduction of time and cost of doing business in the Export Sectors in respect of Tax and 
Tariff measures:  1. Each duty draw back applicant during the process of carrying out 
procurement, production, export and payments of revenues of each export product has obtained 
authenticated documents issued by the respective NBR agencies, Bangladesh Bank and respective 
financial institutions.  
 
All these Agencies should coordinate mutually by signing a MOU to exchange respective 
documents with the related agencies by networking in digital block-chain and or by jpg/PDF 
document sharing sparing the cost and time for undertaking unnecessary tasks of submitting 
documents back to the agency which must be verified again by the issuing agencies.    
 
2. An application duly filed by an applicant with assessed duty draw back particulars as 
applicable before or after export shall be treated as valid from the date of filing unless found 
otherwise on examination by DEDO under the risk management process.  



3. The respective product specific Input Output Co-efficient (Shohog) shall remain valid until re-
set by the exporter or reviewed by DEDO for reasons given in writing and extending the right of 
a hearing to the exporter.    
 
4. The authenticated list of respective inputs and machineries as contained in VAT Forms, Customs 
list of allocated bonded products and the comprehensive list of products authenticated by BIDA 
shall be treated, as applicable, as the list of inputs and machineries.   
 
5. Drawbacks in general are not allowed to cases against which cash incentives are taken except 
some selected goods which are simultaneously allowed drawback and cash incentive. 
Discriminatory treatment in favour of some specific export products granting them tax exemptions 
and incentives simultaneously is frivolous application of law without legal validity.  Tax 
exemptions and incentives on Exports are not mutually exclusive anywhere in the world. Tax 
exemptions on exports and incentives in various forms are simultaneously granted world-wide for 
facilitating competitive exports.  
 
6. Tax-deduction under section 52Q of Income tax Ordinance on receipt of payment from abroad 
of IT Enabled exports of services should be abolished; 
 

রফতািন eûgyLxKib Ges evRvi স সারন 
এফিবিসিসআই- বসরকাির খােতর াবনা 

২০েশ নেভ র, ২০২১ 
 

2026 সেন ¯̂‡ívbœZ †`k n‡Z Dbœqbkxj †`k wn‡m‡e DËi‡Yi d‡j evsjv‡`‡ki m¤¢ve¨ P¨v‡jÄ †gvKv‡ejvi 
j‡ÿ¨ wek¦ evwYR¨ ms¯’v I wek¦vq‡bi cÖ‡qvR‡bi mv‡_ msMwZ †i‡L iæjm Ad wewR‡bm Gi িবধান অ যায়ী  
Av -gš¿bvjq e¨ve ’̄vc‡Îi Aax‡b এতদসং া  িবিভ  সরকাির আইন ও িবিধ িবধােন c«̀ Ë ißvwb mnvqK 
weavbvewj I Ab¨vb¨ myweavw` hy‡Mvc‡hvMx I D`vixKiY K র wbgœwjwLZ ißvwb mnvqK e¨e ’̄vw` বা বায়ন করা 

জতীয় ােথ অপিরহায t- 

১) সং িচত এ েপাট বাে ট আলাদা ভােব আরও সংি  কের কেয়ক  খাত িভি ক িচি ত করা সমীিচন  হেব 
না। রফতািন সহায়ক যাবতীয় েযাগ িবধা সকল উৎপাদন িখ খােতর জ  অবািরত কের িব  সরবরাহ চইেন 
সং  করা অিধকতর ফলদায়ক এবং অতীব েয়াজন তাই রফতািন সহায়ক যাবতীয় েযাগ িবধা সকল 
উৎপাদন িখ খােতর জ  অবািরত কের ÿz̀ ª-মাঝাির wkí খাত সহ MÖvgxY I bvix D‡`¨vগ, িডিজটাল ড এবং 
রফতানী খী সবা ইত ািদ খাত িলেক ( দেশর মাট ৮০% D‡`¨vগ) ißvwb gyLxKi‡Yi কসই কায ম হন 
করার পািরশ করা যাে ।  
 
২) †hŠ_ Avg`vwb I ißvwb bxwZ Av‡`k- Avg`vwb I ißvwb (wbqš¿Y) AvBb, 1950 Gi 3 (1) avivq Avg`vwb 
ev ißvwbi Dfq Lv‡Zi mKj bxwZমালা mn c×wZMZ ব ািদ wbqš¿Y Kivi c«̀ Ë hyMcr  cÖ‡qvM ÿgZv 
Avg`vwb bxwZ Av‡` শর ে  eva¨Zvg~jK ভােব বলবত Kiv n‡jI ißvwb bxwZi †ÿ‡Î GKB াব া bv Kivq 
এর Kvh©KvwiZv AZ¨šÍ mxwgZ|  wkí I evwYR¨ m¤úwK©Z †cvlK gš¿bvjq Ges mKj wbqš¿K ms ’̄v KZ©„K 



Avg`vwb I ißvwb bxwZi jÿ¨ I †KŠkj Ges Dnv ev Í̄evqb msµvšÍ mKj wewa weavb Avewk¨Kfv†e 
cwicvj‡bi wbðqZv weavb K‡i mgM« we‡k¦i b¨vq `ªæZ Dbœqbkxj evsjv‡`‡ki Rb¨ GKwU ’̄vqx, wbf©i‡hvM¨, 
e¨emv-evÜe, mnR, mij Ges mgwšẐ Avg`vwb I ißvwb e¨ve ’̄v wbwðZ Kivi Rb¨ GKwU mgwšẐ †hŠ_ 
Avg`vwb I ißvwb Av‡`k Rvwi Kivর পািরশ করা যাে ।   
 
৩) সমি ত বািণজ  নীিত-িহসােব যৗথ আমাদািন-র ািন নীিতর পির রক িহসােব এক  েগাপেযাগী ও টকসই 
িবিনেয়াগ সহায়ক পিরকাঠােমাও অতীব েয়াজন ( টকসই িবিনেয়াগ াবনা );     

৪) সকল স রেক িব  বািনজ  সং ার নীিতমালার সােথ সংগিত ণ বে র ওয় ার-হাউজ িবধা স সারণ কের 
িব  বািনজ  সং ার নীিতমালার সােথ অসংগিত ণ েণাদনা ২০২৬ এর মে  মা েয় িবেলাপ কের সংগিত ণ 
অ িবধ াব ািদ হন করার পািরশ করা যাে ; (িব  বািনজ  সং ার নীিতমালা )। 
 
৫) িব  বাজাের েবশািধকার স সারণ করা এবং সােথ সােথ িজ এস িপ সহ -  বািণজ  সহায়ক ব া িল 
¯‡̂ívbœZ †`k n‡Z Dbœqbkxj †`k wn‡m‡e DËi‡Yi পেরও বাড়িত সময়কাল অবিধ অ াহত রখার  পথন া 
সি য় ভােব বা বায়েনর উে াগ হণ করার পািরশ করা যাে ;  
  
৬) রফতািনকারকেদর বতমােন দ  ভ িক, এবং অ া  েণাদনা বাড়িত সমযক়াল অবিধ অ াহত রাখার জ  
িব  বািনজ  সং ার িবিভ  ি র িবধান অ যািয় ওেয়ভার াি র উে াগ হণ করার পািরশ করা যাে ;   
৭) খাত িভি ক অসংগিত িবেমাচন কের রফতািন খােতর সকল খােত  এবং কর িবনা শেত িব  করার 

পািরশ করা যাে ;  
 
৮) অেহ ক  খরচ এবং সময় কমােনার জ  র ািন খাত সহ িশ  খােত উৎস ও আগাম কর ফরত দওয়ার 
পিরবেত িবেলাপ করার পািরশ করা যাে ;  
 
৯) জিম য,় িনমাণ এবং র ািন খী িশ  ও সবা খােতর ইউ িল  িবল সহ অ া  ি যা়কলাপ স িকত সম  
ভ াট এবং কর (বািষক িহসাব ত আয়কর ািতত) স ণ েপ মউ ফ করার পািরশ করা যাে ; এবং  
 
১০) ানীয় সরকার KZ…©K দ  ড লাইেস  এর পিরবেত সকল উে া ার কর িনব ন বা তা লক কের 
িবিনেয়ােগর ামািনক দিলল িহসােব গ  করার পািরশ করা যাে ।  
 
২।  রফতািনর সং া eûgyLxKরার জ  িন িলিখত সরবরাহ াব া স হ র ািন িহসােব গ  করার পািরশ করা 
যাে  -   
(1) evsjv‡`‡ki িভতের †Kvb cY¨ ev †mev বা উপKiY নিথভু  সংি  পাসেপােটর িবপরীেত িব‡`wk gy`ªvi 
wewbg‡q mieivn;  
(2) ’̄vbxq ev AvšÍRv©wZK `ic‡Îi wecix‡Z ˆe‡`wkK gy ª̀vq দেশ বা িবেদেশ cY¨ mieivn ev †mev cÖ̀ vb;  
(৩) Af¨šÍixY e¨vK-Uz-e¨vK FYc‡Îi wecix‡Z ˆe‡`wkK gz Ö̀vi wewbgq cY¨ mieivn ev †mev cÖ̀ vb;  
(৪) ’̄vbxq gỳ ªvi wewbg‡q ißvwbcY¨ cȪ ‘ZKi‡Y e¨eüZ Avg`vwbK…Z Ges †`kxq DcKib mieivn;  



(৫) ißvwb c‡Y¨i ¯’vbxq cðv` ms‡hvM wkí cÖwZôvb KZ…©K mieivnK…Z cY¨ ev cÖ̀ Ë †mev ißvwbK…Z ewjqv 
MY¨ Kiv; এবং 
(৬) িবেদিশ ায় সবা সরবরাহ কাির বাংলােদেশর িশিপং লাইন কা ািন িলেক র ািন কারক িহসােব গ  
করা। 
 
৩। wek¦ evwYR¨ ms¯’v I wek¦vq‡bi cÖ‡qvR‡bi mv‡_ msMwZ †i‡L iæjm Ad wewR‡bm Gi িবধান অ যায়ী  
Av -gš¿bvjq e¨ve ’̄vc‡Îi Aax‡b এতদসং া  িবিভ  সরকাির আইন ও িবিধ িবধােন c«̀ Ë ißvwb mnvqK 
weavbvewj I Ab¨vb¨ myweavw` hy‡Mvc‡hvMx I D`vixKiY K র wbgœwjwLZ ißvwb mnvqK e¨e ’̄vw` MÖnY Kivt-  
 

 RvZxq ev‡R ট ißvwb Dbœqb সং া  িবেশষ াব াপে র অিধেন ißvwb jÿgvÎv AR©‡bi j‡ÿ¨ ißvwb 
mnvqK বরা  এবং weavbvewj I Ab¨vb¨ myweavw` mKj wbqš¿K ms ’̄v KZ©„K Avewk¨Kfv†e cwicvj‡bi 
wbðqZv weavb Kiv; 

 ißvwb cY¨ I evRvi eûgyLxKi‡Yi gva¨‡g ißvwb m¤úªmviY Kivi Rb¨ evsjv‡`‡ki cb¨ I †mev 
ißvwbi MšÍe¨ †`k Ges Aâj ¸wji mv‡_ evwYR¨ সং া  wewagvjvর mgšq̂ Kiv,   

 বািনজ  wbqš¿ন e¨e¯’v, †K› ª̀xq e¨vsK, Kv÷gm A_wiwU, †KvqvwjwU A¨vÛ ÷¨vÛvW© ewW mn mswkøó 
†¶‡Î wØcvw¶K c«vwZôvwbK mn‡hvwMZv †Rvi`vi Kivi Rb¨ wØcvw¶K সি য় Kg©-cwiKíbv M«nY Kiv; 

 mKj ißvbx Lv‡Z অেহ ক  খরচ এবং সময় কমােনার জ  র ািন খাত সহ িশ  খােত উৎস ও আগাম 
কর (বািষক িহসাব ত আয়কর ািতত) ফরত দওয়ার পিরবেত িবেলাপ করা;   

 ißvwb evwY‡R¨ e¨q Ges mgq Kgv‡bvi Rb¨ ißvwb c  e¨eüZ Avg`vwbK…Z Ges †`kxq DcKi‡Yi 
Dci cwi‡kvwaZ mKj ïé I Ki রফতািন  াি  সােপে  GKK wefvM gvidZ য়ংি য় ভােব 
তাৎ িণক †diZ c«̀ vb Kiv;   

 ‡mev Lv‡Zi ißvwb e„w×I কর  সহায়ক তগামী ও লাগসই কািরগির পিরকাঠােমা িনি ত কের সহজ 
লভ িবিনেয়াগ e¨e¯’v Kvh©Ki Kiv;  

 ißvwb msµvšÍ hveZxq Kvh©µg ev¯Íevq‡b wb‡qvwRZ ißvwb mswkøó cÖwZôvb ißvwb Dbœqb ey¨‡iv, RvZxq 
ivR¯ ̂†evW© I Ab¨vb¨ cÖwZôv‡bi cÖkvmwbK িসে ল উইে া e¨e¯’v Kvh©Ki করা; 

 দেশ এবং িবেদেশ ভা ােদর ার াে  প  িনেয় যেত GmGgB Lv‡Zi ißvwb c‡Y¨I Rb¨ wc wc wc 
cwiPvjbvq Iq¨vinvDm এবং িবতরন াব া াপেনর মা েম িসএমএসএমই িলেক বি ক ই-কমােসর 
সােথ িতেযািগতা করেত স ম করা;   

 ißvwb c‡Y¨I AvšÍR©vwZK ¸YMZ gvbmb` cÖvwßi †ÿ‡Î cÖ‡qvRbxq Avw_©K I Ab¨vb¨ mnvqZv wbwðZ 
Kiv; 

 ißvwb c‡Y¨I AvšÍR©vwZK †gav¯̂Z¡ wbeÜ‡bi Rb¨ cÖ‡qvRbxq mKj mnvqZv cÖ̀ vb Kivi gva¨‡g 
evsjv‡`‡ki ißvwb c‡Y¨I gyj¨ ms‡hvRb Z¡ivwšẐ Kiv; 

 mKj ißvwb cY¨ Lv‡Z ‡iqvwZ nv‡I A_©vqb Kiv Ges d¨v±wis mvwf©m‡K িবেশষ কের এস এম ই খােত 
Kvh©Ki Kiv mn ißvwb A_©vq‡bi Rb¨ ‡iqvwZ nv‡I চলিত g~jধন FY myweav cÖ̀ vb Kiv;   

 ißvwb e„w×I myweav‡_© mswkøó mKj ißvwb এবং িশ  Lv‡Z কর  ‡iqvwZ nv‡I we ỳ¨r, cvwb, M¨vm 
ইত ািদ mieiv‡ni ms ’̄vb Kiv; 



 ißvwbgyLx MövgxY I ÿz̀ ª wkí Ges bvix D‡`¨v³v‡`I mgš‡̂q LvZwfwËK ißvwbKviK cÖwZôvb¸wj‡K 
†hŠ_ াব াপনায় e‡ÛW Iq¨vi nvDRmyweav cÖ̀ vb Kiv; 

 we‡`‡k cÖ̀ k©bx ev †gjvq AskMÖn‡Yi †ÿ‡Î Avw_©K I Ab¨vb¨ mnvqZv cÖ̀ vb Kiv; 
 িবিনময় হােরর ওঠানামার অি িতশীলতা কা েয ় দ  ও সা যী় পার িরক লনেদেনর িবধােথ 

বাংলােদশ াংেকর িডং পাটনারেদর সে  িবেশষ কের ইিসিব, াংক অব রািশয়া, াংক অব চাযন়া 
এবং অ া  ইউএসিড এবং ইউেরা এবং অ া  কৗশলগতভােব িনবািচত (Wjvর, cvDÛ, BD‡iv, ইেয়ন 
এবং iæej ইত ািদ) িবিভ  gỳ ªv wewbgq PzΝЅ (কােরি  সাযা়প) m¤úv`b Kiv;  

 যব় ল তীয ় াংক ারাি র পিরবেত লনেদনকারী াংেকর মে  িবধাজনক ও স ত আিথক 
মেসিজং িসে ম ( িল) বহার কের সরাসির অ াকাউ  খালার  মা েম পার িরক স ত ায ়

ি পাি ক লনেদন করার াব া হন করা;  
 ইউএস ইফেটর সােথ সমা রালভােব বাংলােদেশর অথৈনিতক লনেদেনর িবক  নটওয়াক যমন 

ইিসিব এবং রািশয়ান এসিপএফএস এবং অ েদর খরচ দ তা, লনেদেনর িঁক এবং িনেষধা া এড়ােত 
বহার করা; এবং  

 ভারত, িভেয়তনাম সহ আমােদর িতেযাগী র ািনকারক দশ িলর বণতা এবং অ ত উে াগ 
িবেবচনায ় িনেয ় িব মান িজ-এস-িপ বা -  বাজােরর উপর িনভর না কের ২০২৬ সােলর মে  
আমােদর প  ও সবা খােতর িনভরেযা  এবং টকসই রফতািন বাজার িনি ত করার জ  রািশয়া-িস 
আই এস অ ল  ই-এ-ইউ, মািকন রা , কানাডা, ইউেরাপীয ়ইউিনয়ন, ি ট পরবত  রাজ , 
আিস-আন , আর-িস-ই-িপ,  আি কান মহােদশীয়  বািণজ  অ ল এ-এফ-িস-এফ- -এ,  দি ন 
আেমিরকান কমন মােকট  মারেকা র ইত ািদ আ িলক  বািণজ  ব া িলর সােথ ি  হবার 
জ  এক  সময় িচ িভি ক সি য ়কমপিরক না হণ করা ছাড়া আর কান িবক  নই। 

   
৪।  wek¦ evwbR¨ ms ’̄vi we`¨gvb bxwZgvjvi Av‡jv‡K Avg`vwb I ißvwb (wbqš¿Y) AvBb, 1950 Gi cwie‡Z© 
byZb Avg`vwb I ißvwb (c«mvi I wbqš¿Y) AvBb, 2021 c«bqb Ges ejer Kiv AZ¨vek¨K Ges Acwinvh©| 
GkwU Lmov cȪ Ívebv mshy³ Kiv হাল| 
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